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Intro:
See unlike America would have us believe
The greatest problem confronting this country today
Is not pollution and bad traffic.
I know very well what it's like to be a black man in
America
I know very well that the intention of the American
public was
to keep black people slaves forever.
And I know that now black people have discovered in
their own mind
and their own hearts that they are not what they told
they were.
That America is on the verge of panic , on the verge of
civil war.
Verse 1:
I had a vision , so vivid
Imagine living were killing is non-existant
No more crimes committed no more prisons
and all the soldiers came home the wars ended
Picture no drug epidemics that we invented a cure for
all sickness
we no longer look poor , it's more riches
And every little baby thats born enjoyed Christmas
No racism admit it , we're all different
No more attention , pay attention and more friendships
Comrads we click with no snitching 
We all pitching to benefit from the buisness
A pure prism explored the Lord's wisdom
He did wrong , please find it in your heart to forgive
him
We've been conditionally to given to our afflictions 
The system tricked him and stipped him of his
confictions
manipulated the Declaration Of Independence 
Considered three fifths of a man in they ammendment
The news documented their views and intentions
They blatent miss use of their powers proves relentless
Freedom jepordised a cross is expensive
When our leaders died their life was remembered
The spirit of Mortalie's within us
The reason that we black listed to begin with.
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Verse 2:
Their restrictions made us resistent
We changed history we stayed persistent
Even when white knights was out linching
Black people unite for one common interest
America the beautiful why you treat us like misfits ?
If all men are created equal then this is senseless
Politicians constantantly tried to convince us
It's all good in the hood but we still defenseless
This brutalality mentality's vicious
It's like this whole god damn systems against us
Here I stand mad with a clenched fist
Looking for venge as God as my witness
Call us a game they know me as a menace
Guess for em voking my rights is a form of militia
All of us victims all of us sick and I am
Holding my pistol reading the sciptures , crying
Out to the big guy upstairs theres gotta be a heaven 
Cause we living hell out here
Gotta be a heaven cause we living hell out here...

Verse 3:
I had a vision arrived to me in dream
Saw the fall of it all like Caesar Capping regime
The only way the sins of America is washed clean
Is if its baptised in fire when it's raining kerosene
Eve bit the rotten apple devils switched up for the beast
And unholy tabarknackles
Vaticans denying the fact the Africans holocaust
Held captive under the cross and forced into shackles
So for ever mile in the trans-atlantic travel 
There's a storm and it's bringin God leading us to
battle
Wide as the gap between Illuminati's shadow
Skull and bone marrow on the surface of the shadow
Trying and I'm free on the end of my barrel
No progress without stuggle third eye is on the sparrow
No progress without struggle third eye is on the
sparrow

Verse 4:
Invision the genuis before the Devil deceive us
Give us reason to believe that the sun don't shine
Even the fakes will come see take us to speak their
mind
Deep and refined why ?
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